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Who Doesn't Have a Tattoo? Put the verbs into the correct form.
In America today lots of people (1)..................................................  (GET) tattoos, especially 
younger people. Forty percent of men and women aged 26 to 40 
(2)..................................................  (HAVE) at least one tattoo, according to Astanza, a laser 
technology company. As a result, the American tattoo business (3)................................................... 
(BOOM)  In 1960, there (4)..................................................  (BE) only about 50 professional tattoo 
artists in the United States, (5)............................................(REPORT) The Atlantic. By 1995, that 
number (6)..................................................  (SOAR) to over 10,000. Today, IBISWorld 
(7)..................................................  (REPORT) there (8)..................................................  (BE) almost 
55,000 people working as tattoo artists in the U.S. In Britain, tattoos (9).................... also 
(10)..................................................  (SURGE) in popularity. 

The Guardian (11)..................................................  (REPORT) that a fifth of all British adults 
(12)..................................................  (INK) – another term for (13)................................................... 
(TATTOO) 

to break
to write
to lend
to spend
to shine
to take
to find

to locate, to discover or obtain by searching
to give (someone) temporary use of (something), on the condition it is returned
to put down words (on paper, a computer...), to correspond
to emit light, to excel
to  give money to pay for something, to pass time
to remove (something) from a place, to get in your hands
to separate into parts, to stop something working, to fracture, to fragment...

Present Simple Present Simple 
NEGATIVE

Present Perfect Past Simple Past Simple 
Questions

It (BREAK)

I (WRITE)

He (LEND)

They (SPEND)

You (SHINE)

She (TAKE)

We (FIND)

Complete the following sentences using verbs from the table.
1. How long .............. it  .............................. you to get to work?
2. How …............... you …........................ a new job?
3. How much ….............. you ..................... on lunch, on average?
4. Have   you  ever ............................... your arm, or leg?
5. Who …............................... Fire and Fury? Michael Wolff.
6. How does  the sun …..........................? By turning hydrogen into helium in its core, in a 

process called nuclear fusion.
7. Have you ever …................................ a large sum of money to a friend?
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Use the words in the box to complete the sentences.

breaking     finding     lenders     shining     spending     taking      writing

1. Last month, the Department for Transport announced plans to increase the prison 
sentence for people …...................................... lasers at vehicles to up to five years.

2. What were the top grammar and  …............................................ errors of 2017?  Mixing up 
lay & lie was number one.

3. ….................................. are offering loans with Bitcoin and digital currencies as collateral.

4. Gatwick Airport has just announced it had a record-.....................................2017, with 
almost 46m passengers.

5. “Wall to Wall Cleaners” have created a niche market in ................................ down 
Christmas lights for home owners.

6. Online …...................................... on UK credit cards was 14.1 per cent higher in December 
2017 than in the same month in 2016.

7. The top US city for ….............................. a job is Fargo, North Dakota, according to job 
search platform ZipRecruiter. 
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